
Security features provided by Bold BI.

We are committed to the highest levels of trust,

transparency, standards conformance, and

regulatory compliance.

Bold BI
Embedded
Security
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We know that security is foremost on your mind when choosing any product that works

with your data.

Bold BI Embedded not only makes it easier for all employees and stakeholders to

access dashboards, it gives them a single, secure point of entry.

"Our customers are amazed at how we

get them to their data so quick."
- Jon Ellis, product manager

Bold BI can be configured with Azure

Active Directory, Azure Directory,

and other similar providers.

Custom OAuth 2.0/OpenID Connect

identity providers are supported.

Authorization controls which Bold BI

resources--such as dashboards, data

sources, and schedules--may be

accessed by users after

authentication has been verified.

You control any actions that can be

performed on these resources.

Bold BI can be hosted within your

secure environment with absolutely

no access from any outside

agency, including Syncfusion.
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Covered from
every angle

To learn more, visit www.boldbi.com.
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Bold BI data supports encryption at

rest and during transit.

Integrate seamlessly with the rest of

your data security architecture.

Every change and new feature are

governed by a change

management policy.

Screening of code is performed

with standard code analyzer tools,

vulnerability scanners, and a

manual review process.

Secure by DesignDisaster Recovery

and Continuity

Data Security

Bold BI uses several open-source

frameworks. These are listed in our

license agreement.

Our legal team verifies and approves

the use of any such component in

Bold BI.

We use commercial payment

gateways such as Stripe and

Authorize.net for processing

payments.

We do not permanently store any

payment information on our

system.

Payment Security Open-Source

Component Usage

Malware and

Spam Protection

Support offices are distributed over

multiple locations in three different

countries. 

Our support systems are designed to

be resilient.

We use commercial anti-malware

that is designed to run in the

background without human

intervention.

Build systems run anti-malware

software to prevent infection of

binaries. 

https://www.boldbi.com/
https://www.boldbi.com/
https://pl.pinterest.com/BoldBITeam/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/bold-bi
https://twitter.com/boldbiteam
https://www.facebook.com/BoldBITeam
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW9g3mzXwiy3PDSIl_SOnIg

